
Power Star Entertainment Introduces "The Happee Pappee": Championing Climate Awareness in 

Children's Entertainment 

 

Power Star Entertainment, acclaimed for their innovative BLOCKBUSTER PITCH Reality TV Series, is 

excited to unveil "The Happee Pappee", an animated musical film destined to become the global icon for 

climate change awareness in children. This film represents a major stride in Power Star's mission to 

combine entertainment with impactful social and environmental themes, akin to the role of Smokey the 

Bear in forest fire prevention. 

About Power Star Entertainment 

Power Star Entertainment is recognized as a Think Tank of creativity, boasting a diverse library of TV and 

Film treatments that span genres such as Epic Historical Dramas, Documentaries, TV Sitcoms, Reality TV 

Series, Sci-Fi sagas, and Animated Series. Their dedication to innovation positions them uniquely within 

the entertainment industry, offering a wide array of creative projects for acquisition or partnership. 

Power Star stands out in television and cinema for consistently developing content that entertains, 

educates, and inspires. 

Introducing "The Happee Pappee" 

Set in a vibrant mountainous landscape, "The Happee Pappee" features a singing mailman who engages 

with animated wildlife. The film addresses the vital issue of climate change in an engaging and accessible 

narrative for children. Integrating music and song, it aims to educate young audiences on environmental 

issues in a manner that is both enjoyable and enlightening. 

A New Face for Environmental Stewardship 

"The Happee Pappee" aspires to be a symbol of environmental awareness for children globally. The 

character, with his whimsical nature and profound environmental message, is crafted to captivate young 

minds, fostering awareness and care for the environment. 

Educational Reach and Potential 

Beyond the movie, the character and message of "The Happee Pappee" are envisioned to extend into 

educational books, pamphlets, and various promotional materials, emphasizing climate change 

awareness. This wide-ranging impact underlines the film's role as an essential tool for comprehensive 

environmental education. 

Collaboration and Acquisition Opportunities 

Power Star Entertainment extends an invitation to studios, production houses, and educational 

institutions to collaborate on or acquire this impactful project. This partnership is a unique opportunity 

to engage with a project that holds significant commercial potential and imparts meaningful educational, 

social, and environmental messages. 

Power Star Entertainment's Vision and Mission 



As a creative Think Tank, Power Star Entertainment is dedicated to reshaping the entertainment 

landscape. Their vision encompasses creating content that harmoniously blends entertainment with 

social and environmental consciousness, aiming to influence audiences worldwide positively. 

Contact Information: 

For more information on "The Happee Pappee", partnership opportunities, and to discover more about 

Power Star Entertainment’s innovative projects, visit www.powerstarentertainment.com or call (877) 

836-2556. 

 

http://www.powerstarentertainment.com/

